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By means of computer modelling, the self-organization of dense planar brushes of macromolecules with amphiphilic monomer units was addressed and their state diagram was constructed. The diagram of states includes the following regions: disordered position of monomer units with respect to each other, strands composed of a few polymer chains and lamellae with different domain spacing. The transformation of lamellae structures with different domain spacing occurred within the intermediate region and could proceed through the formation of so-called parking garage structures. The parking garage structure joins the lamellae with large (on the top of the brushes) and small (close to the grafted surface) domain spacing, which appears like a system of inclined locally parallel layers connected with each other by bridges. The parking garage structures were observed for incompatible A and B groups in selective solvents, which result in aggregation of the side B groups and dense packing of amphiphilic macromolecules in the restricted volume of the planar brushes.

Introduction

The dense tethering of AB copolymers on the solid substrates (polymer brushes) is a promising strategy for the surface modification and generation of smart surfaces with tunable properties and definite responses to external stimuli. Upon request, the grafted AB copolymers could be assembled into different structures and then easily rearranged by changing temperature, pH, solvent quality, etc. Detailed computer and theoretical studies have revealed that the scale and spatial symmetry of these structures depend on many factors, including the grafting density and length of the macromolecules, relative content of A and B and relative length of the A and B blocks, solvent selectivity and AB incompatibility, grafting (AB vs. BA) sequence and distribution of the grafting points.

The architecture of macromolecules has a significant effect on brush properties. The state diagram of planar brushes made by comb polymers differs from that of linear, star and randomly branched macromolecules. It contains two characteristic scaling regions with weak and strong overlapping coils and a wide region with maximum stretching of the polymer chains at high grafting density. The height \( H \) of combed brushes slightly depends on the grafting area \( \Sigma \), via \( \Sigma^{-1/2} \), \( \Sigma^{-1/3} \) for combed brushes, \( \Sigma^{-1/2} \), \( \Sigma^{-1/3} \), \( \Sigma^{-1/4} \) for other macromolecules. Such behavior is a consequence of steric repulsion between side chains, which could be only at a sufficiently high grafting density. The steric repulsion between side chains induces elongation of the polymer backbone and its effective toughening. As a result, grafting comb macromolecules provide thicker layers with higher polymer density compared to linear macromolecules. The structure of combed brushes could be tuned by varying their side chain number and polymerization degree.

In contrast to linear brushes with numerous theoretical studies and computer modeling of amphiphilic and homopolymer \( 35,36 \) brushes in selective solvents, just a few papers address the self-assembly of amphiphilic combed brushes. However, it became clear that in certain practical applications, combed brushes offer an advantage over linear brushes and that the properties (wetting, adhesion, antifouling etc.) of amphiphilic comb-like brushes correlate with their spatial structure.

Grafted comb copolymers with side chains having affinity to the grafting surface have been modeled in ref. 37. At low grafting density the macromolecules spread over the plane. At high grafting density, the main chains are aligned perpendicular to the surface and form a protective brush. The structure of the dense brush does not depend on the adsorption of side chains. In addition, planar brushes of comb macromolecules having polyelectrolyte side chains are explored in ref. 38 and 39.

End-grafted macromolecules composed of amphiphilic monomers units are studied in ref. 40 and 41. The concept of
amphiphilic monomer units is introduced in ref. 42 and 43 to describe monomer units that contain both hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups, and thus have dualistic (hydrophobic/hydrophilic) character. The duality of the monomer units results in their simultaneous affinity and incompatibility with both polar and organic solvents, which causes their effective surface activity. It was shown that the dual properties and surface activity of amphiphilic monomer units could be regarded by the dumbbell model of monomer.\textsuperscript{44} In the framework of this model, the monomer unit is presented by two bound A and B beads. Beads A are linked with each other and form the chain backbone, and beads B are attached to each A beads as side pendants. Computer simulations showed that macromolecules with amphiphilic (A-graft-B) monomer units could form a stable necklace conformation,\textsuperscript{44,45} globules with a dense protective hydrophilic shell that are soluble at high polymer concentration,\textsuperscript{45} prolonged cylindrical structures\textsuperscript{44} and the hollow vesicle-like globules.\textsuperscript{46} The last two structures are realized in two contrasting situations with the solvent being selectively “poor for backbone and good for pendant” and “good for backbone and poor for pendant”, respectively. They could be found only for sufficiently long macromolecules, and the size of the structures scales with the degree of polymerization \( N \) as \( R_G \sim N \) and \( R_A \sim N^{1/2} \), correspondingly.

Computer modeling and analytical theory of end-grafted macromolecules with (A-graft-B) monomer units reveal that in brushes, the type of mesophase structure depends crucially on the solvent selectivity towards backbone A or side B groups.\textsuperscript{40,41}

In a solvent poor for the polymer A backbone, dense brushes could form a system of strands from a few (up to 5) intertwined macromolecules. These strands are perpendicular to the surface, and can be only observed in the case of rather strong AB incompatibility.\textsuperscript{41}

In the opposite case of the solvent being poor for the side B groups and in the absence of AB energetic interaction, the macromolecules join into clusters starting from relatively low grafting density and form ultra-thin and nearly flat micelles on the surface. The thickness of the micelles is about double the size of a monomer unit or twice larger and their shapes change with an increase in the grafting density as follows: circular micelles-prolonged micelles-inverse micelles-continuous bilayer. More densely packed brushes (grafting area \( \Sigma < 4N \)) reveal a disordered homogeneous structure with random positions of different groups with respect to each other.\textsuperscript{40}

Herein, we aim to study dense brushes of macromolecules with amphiphilic monomer units in solvent selective for side B groups and distinct AB incompatibility.

\section*{Model and simulation technique}

The studied polymer brush is composed of \( m \) macromolecules grafted to a flat impermeable surface in the sites of a square lattice with edge \( \Sigma^{1/2} \). Each macromolecule consists of \( N \) amphiphilic (A-graft-B) monomer units represented as a dumbbell of two beads, A and B, connected by a bond with the length \( a \) (Fig. 1). The beads A form a backbone and beads B are the pendants. The brush is immersed in a selective solvent that is good for the A backbone groups and poor for the pendant B groups. In accordance with the main aim herein, the contacts between the main A groups and side B groups are energetically unfavorable.

The temporal evolution of the system is described by Newton equations via the molecular dynamics technique with the LAMMPS software package and computational resources of the Supercomputing Center of Lomonosov Moscow State University.\textsuperscript{48}

The excluded volume between any non-bonded bead is described by the repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones potential, \( u_S \):

\[
 u_S(r_{ij}) = 4\varepsilon \left[ \left( \frac{a}{r_{ij}} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{a}{r_{ij}} \right)^{6} + \frac{1}{4} \right] \theta(r_c - r_{ij}) 
\]

where, \( r_{ij} \) is the distance between the \( i \)-th and \( j \)-th beads, \( r_c = 2^{1/6}\sigma \) is the cutoff distance and \( \theta(r) \) is the Heaviside step function. The normalized parameter \( \varepsilon \) in this equation controls the energy scale, and parameter \( \sigma \) determines the length scale. We assume that \( \sigma = 1 \) for all interactions and therefore report all our results in terms of these units.

The length of the covalent bond between \( i \) and \( j \) beads is restricted by the sum of the repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones potential, \( u_S \), (1) and finite extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential, \( E \):

\[
 E(r_{ij}) = u_S(r_{ij}) - \frac{K}{2} R^2 \ln \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{R_c}{R} \right)^2 \right] 
\]

where, \( K = 30 \) is a coefficient related to the bond rigidity and \( R = 1.5 \) is the maximum bond length possible. With these parameters the mean square distance between neighboring beads in the main chain and that between covalently bonded A and B beads, \( a_i \), is approximately equal to 0.97.

The impermeability of the surface is described as steric interactions between the beads and surface via the truncated 9-3 Lennard-Jones potential, \( E_s \)\textsuperscript{50}:

\[
 E_s(r) = \varepsilon_s \left[ \frac{2}{15} \left( \frac{\sigma}{r} \right)^9 - \left( \frac{\sigma}{r} \right)^6 + \sqrt{10} \right] \theta(r_s - r) 
\]

where, \( r \) is the distance between the bead and the surface, \( \varepsilon_s \) is a parameter characterizing the interaction energy, and \( r_s = \sqrt{2/5} \)
is a cut-off distance. The parameter $\varepsilon_a$ is assumed to be the same for A and B beads: $\varepsilon_a = 2\varepsilon_b$.

The solvent was considered implicitly by the Yukawa-type potential:

$$u_{\text{ab}}(r_{ij}) = \varepsilon_{\text{ab}} \frac{e^{-\kappa r_{ij}} - e^{-\kappa r_{\text{cut}}}}{r_{ij} - r_{\text{cut}}} \theta(r_{\text{cut}} - r_{ij}) \quad \alpha, \beta = \text{A, B}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where, $r_{ij}$ is the distance between $i$ and $j$ beads; $r_{\text{cut}}$ is the cut-off distance ($r_{\text{cut}} = 4$), $\kappa = 1.2$ is the inverse screening length, and $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}(\alpha, \beta = \text{A, B})$ is the characteristic interaction energy.

The characteristic energies of the A–A, B–B and A–B interactions are considered to be variable parameters. For $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}} = 0$, there is no additional repulsion (attraction) between chain beads except that corresponding to the excluded volume potential (1). For simplicity, we assume that $\varepsilon_{\text{aa}} = 0$. The parameter $\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}$ is chosen to be negative: $\varepsilon_{\text{bb}} < 0$. The decrease in the energetic parameter $\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}$ (increase in attractive interaction between the side group B) induces effective worsening of the solvent quality for B beads and promotes their aggregation. The nonzero (positive) parameter, $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}} > 0$, characterizes the A–B repulsion, and its increase leads to growth in effective surface activity of the monomer units and induces the segregation of A and B beads.

To take into account the fact that the system is in contact with a thermostat at temperature $T$ ($\tilde{c} = 1$ in $k_B T\tilde{c}$ units), the motion equations for all beads are supplemented with the friction term and Langevin uncorrelated noise term, $\xi$, which is related to the viscosity of the solvent through the fluctuation dissipation theorem:51

$$\langle R_i(0) R_j(t) \rangle = 2k_B T \delta(t),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where, $\delta(t)$ is the Dirac delta function; $x, y, z$ coordinates, and the parameter $\Gamma$ is equal to 0.01.

In all the computational experiments, the degree of polymerization of macromolecules is $N = 50$; the bond length is $l = 0.97$; the grafting area is $\Sigma = 4$ and the grafting density normalized to the end-to-end distance, $R_{\text{co}}$, of a macromolecule in a dense melt is $R_{\text{co}}/\Sigma \sim 13$. The linear size $L$ of the cell was varied from $L = 20$ to $L = 50$, thus the total number, $m$, of macromolecules was from $m = 100$ to $m = 625$. The characteristic energies $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}$ were modified within the wide range of $1.25 \leq \varepsilon_{\text{ab}} \leq 5$ and $-10 \leq \varepsilon_{\text{bb}} \leq 0$, respectively.

For each set of energy parameters, $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}$, simulations were performed during prolonged (800$\tau$--100 000$\tau$) time with the integration step of 0.002$\tau$, where $\tau$ is the simulation time scale.

The results are discussed in the next section.

**Results**

Fig. 2 shows the diagram of states computed for the cell with $L = 40$. The protocol of the simulation was as follows. In the initial configuration, the grafted polymer chains were extended in the z direction perpendicular to the grafting surface. Then, the system was equilibrated for zero-values of the interaction parameters: $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}} = \varepsilon_{\text{bb}} = 0$. Subsequently, the $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ and $|\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}|$ values were increased simultaneously with different steps, $\Delta\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ and $\Delta|\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}|$, so that the sets of variables $\{\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ and $|\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}|\}$ were changed along nine rays passing through the origin of the coordinates $\{\varepsilon_{\text{ab}} = 0$ and $|\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}| = 0\}$. The computations were performed as an annealing procedure since after each change in parameters $\{\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ and $|\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}|\}$ the system was equilibrated, which then served as the input conformation for calculation with the next set of $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ and $|\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}|$ parameters. This protocol together with the relatively small values of $\Delta\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ and $\Delta|\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}|$ allowed us to completely calculate the field of studied $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ and $|\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}|$ parameters and to avoid the system freezing. The calculations were performed for two totally independent runs.

The points shown in diagram of Fig. 2 are posted along the trajectories of the calculations, which are nine rays starting in the beginning of the coordinate system $\{\varepsilon_{\text{ab}} = 0$ and $|\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}| = 0\}$ and have different angles to the coordinate axis. The rays are enumerated in the sequence beginning from the ray being parallel to the $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ axis: $\varepsilon_{\text{bb}} = 0$ (Ray 1); $-0.4\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ (Ray 2); $-0.8\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ (Ray 3); $-1.2\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ (Ray 4); $-1.6\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ (Ray 5); $-2\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ (Ray 6); $-2.5\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ (Ray 7); $-3.3\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ (Ray 8) and $-5\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ (Ray 9). Their serial numbers are shown on the edges of the diagram.

At low values of $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ and $|\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}|$ the monomer units are distributed randomly with respect to each other without visible ordering and/or group separation. This field is marked by black points. The ordered structures appeared at relatively high values of repulsive $\varepsilon_{\text{ab}}$ and attractive $|\varepsilon_{\text{bb}}|$ interactions and were identified as strands (red points) or lamellae (green points). We distinguished lamellae with relatively smaller (light green points) and larger (dark green points) domain spacing. The boundaries between the different regions were designated by order parameters. The domain spacing was determined by the maximum of the structure factor. Within the shaded area, the structure factor has two maxima with comparable heights and points are painted by the color of the largest maxima.

Snapshots of the typical observed structures are presented in Fig. 3.

The first snapshot (Fig. 3A, $\varepsilon_{\text{bb}} = 0$) is a system of strands which are called aggregates of several chains. The cores of these
aggregates are formed by backbone A groups. Side B groups create the outer periphery.\textsuperscript{41} At a higher value of $|e_{AB}|$ some of the strands are merged into prolonged clusters which could be considered as short lamellae. The short lamellae form a few domains and coexist with the strands (Fig. 3B). This structure (Fig. 3B) is the intermediate state between strands (Fig. 3A) and lamellae (Fig. 3C) which are observed at stronger attractive interaction $|e_{AB}|$. Finally, Fig. 3D shows the lamellae structure with disturbed parallel ordering of different layers and with visible connections (bridges) between some of them. This is found at higher values of $|e_{AB}|$ (within the dashed region in the state diagram) and referred to as the parking garage structure.\textsuperscript{52}

For order parameters, we employed the mixing degree $\langle \eta \rangle$\textsuperscript{53} and distribution $P(\Omega)$ of A–B bond orientations. The mixing degree $\langle \eta \rangle$ provides a quantitative estimation of A and B intermixing. The distribution $P(\Omega)$ allows us to place a boundary between the strands and lamellae.

The mixing degree $\langle \eta \rangle$ was determined as the product of the local relative content of A and B groups averaged over space.\textsuperscript{53} In our calculations $\eta$ is measured as follows:

$$\eta = \frac{n_A(\mathbf{r}) n_B(\mathbf{r})}{(n_A(\mathbf{r}) + n_B(\mathbf{r}))},$$

where, $n_A(\mathbf{r})$ and $n_B(\mathbf{r})$ are the total number of A and B groups within bin: $\mathbf{r} = (x, y, z, A, A + z)$.

The mixing degree $\eta$ could range from 0 for bin with A or B groups only to $\eta = 0.25$ when bin contains equal numbers of A and B groups, i.e., the A–B composition of bin coincides with the total composition of grafted macromolecules. The average value $\langle \eta \rangle$ (at a proper choice of bin) allows us to estimate the measure of mixing of A–B components in the entire system. Thus, it could be helpful for the detection of the A–B segregation with an increase in A–B incompatibility.\textsuperscript{53}

The mixing degree $\langle \eta \rangle$ (averaged over time) for the different energy parameters $e_{AB}$ and $e_{BB}$ and bin size $\Delta = 2\sigma$ was calculated along the nine rays shown in Fig. 2 and the results are presented in Fig. 4. Incidentally, two independent runs gave almost the same results. The perceptible deviations are observed only for some points in Rays 1–5, which are indicated by vertical bars and in fact never exceed 7%. In other points, the relative errors are smaller than the symbol size.

It is seen that at $e_{AB} = 0$ ($e_{AB} = 0$ as well) the mixing degree is $\langle \eta \rangle \sim 2.15$, which is very close to the maximum possible value, $\eta_{\text{max}} = 0.25$. With an increase in $e_{AB}$, the mixing degree $\langle \eta \rangle$ monotonously decreases. For all nine rays, the dependencies $\langle \eta(e_{AB}) \rangle$ have a sigmoidal shape and contain a field of drastic, almost two-fold ($\eta$) reduction, indicating transition to the segregated state. The position of this transition and its sharpness are significantly different for the different rays. In case of Ray 1 with $e_{BB} = 0$, the transition field is the widest and it covers a significant region at large values of $e_{AB}$: $e_{AB} \sim 4.0$–6.0. Ray 9, with the fastest growth of B–B ($e_{BB} = -5e_{AB}$), has the narrowest transition field at small values of $e_{AB}$. We did not take into account these peculiarities and for all cases the inflection points of $\langle \eta(e_{AB}) \rangle$ were stated as crossover points between the disordered position of the A and B groups and segregated state, which in all cases were visually recognized as strands.

To reveal the boundary between the strands and lamellae on the state diagram, the bond A–B vectors, $\mathbf{r}_{AB}(i)$, were projected on the grafting XY plane, $Pr_{xy}([\mathbf{r}_{AB}(i)])$, and the distributions $P(\Omega)$ of these projections over the orientation were calculated. For each monomer unit, $i$, the orientation angle $\Omega_i$ ($i = 1; \ldots; m_N$) was determined as the angle between its projection $Pr_{xy}([\mathbf{r}_{AB}(i)])$ and axis oX: $\Omega_i = \arctan(y_{AB}(i)/x_{AB}(i))$.

Fig. 5 presents the $P(\Omega)$ calculated along Ray 6 (Fig. 5A) and Ray 4 (Fig. 5B) with progressive shifts from the beginnings of the rays ($e_{AB} = e_{BB} = 0$) until their ends.

In the totally disordered state as well in the strand-like structures, the angle $\Omega$ could accept any value within the
The lamellae are inclined at the angles of \( \pm \beta \) of the layer. The positions of the maxima allow the inclination angle, \( \beta \), to be estimated as \( \beta = [\pi/2 - \Omega_1] \). The lamellae are inclined at the angles of \( \beta \sim 36^\circ \) and \( \beta \sim 78^\circ \) in the first (Fig. 5A) and second (Fig. 5B) cases, correspondingly.

In order to determine the domain spacing (period), \( d \), of the lamellae, we computed the structure factor according to the procedure from ref. 54:

\[
S(q) = \frac{1}{V} \sum_q \left( \langle e_i e_j \rangle - \langle e_i \rangle^2 \right) \exp(iq \cdot \vec{r}_{ij})
\]

where, \( \vec{r}_{ij} \) is the vector between groups \((i,j = 1, \ldots, 2mN)\) and \( e_i \) is \(-1\) for the A groups and \(+1\) for the B groups.

The results of calculations along Ray 6 are shown in Fig. 6. One can distinguish \( S(q) \) with different positions, \( q^* \), of maximum, indicating that the structure could have different domain sizes, \( d \): \( d = 2\pi/q^* \). At \( e_{AB} = 3.25 \) the structure factor \( S(q) \) has a maximum at \( q_1^* \approx 0.46\pi \) and thus \( d \approx 4.35 \). At \( e_{AB} = 3.5 \) \( S(q) \) exhibits two peaks at \( q_1^* \approx 0.41\pi \) and \( q_2^* \approx 0.46\pi \) which have approximately equal height. Further shifts along Ray 6 (increase in \( e_{AB} \)) lead to an increase in peak height at \( q_1^* \approx 0.41\pi \). Simultaneously, the second peak \( q_2^* \) diminishes and finally vanishes. The entire system transforms to a lamellae structure with a larger spacing structure of \( d \approx 4.88 \).

From the visual analysis we conclude that lamellae with different domain spacing are formed at different distances from the grafting surface (see Fig. 7A). They self-organize into a single structure, where the thick lamellae of the top layer split into thinner lamellae of the bottom layer. As a result, instead of a neat stack of separated B sheets, a unique system of defected sheets or sheets with holes (Fig. 7B) connected with each other is obtained, which is the so-called parking garage structure.

The structure factor \( S(q) \) was calculated for the entire lamellae region. It was found that the position of its maxima, \( q^* \), depends on \( e_{AB} \) and \( e_{BB} \). The lamellae domain spacing \( d = 2\pi/q^* \) grows with an increase in \( e_{AB} \) and \( e_{BB} \). The points in the lamellae field of the state diagram (Fig. 2) are colored in accordance with their maximum value, \( q^* \). The points with \( q^*\pi > 0.44 \) are shown by light green, and those with \( q^*\pi < 0.44 \) are painted in dark green. The field with the structure factor having two maxima is shaded. The structures having \( S(q) \) with two comparable peaks are associated with the so-called parking garage structure. Moreover, we would like to mention that we visually observed connections between the different layers beyond the shaded region as well.
As shown in (Fig. 2), lamellae are observed in the case of strong attractive B-B interactions both for strong and weak repulsion of the A and B groups. It seems that the formation of these structures allows maximum contact between the B-B groups within densely packing planar brushes.

The volume fraction, \( \phi \), of polymer and distribution, \( P_{\text{end}} \), of the chain ends as a function of distance, \( z \), from the grafting surface are presented in Fig. 8. To calculate these values, the simulation cell was divided into layers of height \( \Delta z = 1 \). \( P_{\text{end}}(z) \) is the number of chain ends found within a layer \( (z; z + \Delta z) \). The volume fraction \( \phi(z) \) was evaluated as:

\[
\phi = \frac{N_{\text{bead}} V_{\text{bead}}}{V_1},
\]

where, \( N_{\text{bead}} \) is the total number of A and B beads in the layer \( (z; z + \Delta z) \); \( V_1 \) is the volume of this layer \( (V_1 = m d^2 \Delta z) \) and \( V_{\text{bead}} \) is the bead excluded volume \( (V_{\text{bead}} = 0.551) \), which was determined as the second virial coefficient of the excluded volume interaction:

\[
V_{\text{bead}} = \frac{1}{8} \int [1 - \exp(-u(r)/kT)]d^3r.
\]

We can see that in all the cases, the content \( \phi \) of polymer in the brush is rather high and that it grows with an increase in \( |\epsilon_{BB}| \). The increase in the attractive interaction \( \epsilon_{BB} \) also leads to appreciable shrinkage of the average brush width: at \( \epsilon_{BB} = 0 \) the function \( \phi(z) \) goes to zero at \( z = 48 \) and it reaches zero at \( z \sim 39 \) for \( \epsilon_{BB} = -9.5 \). At \( \epsilon_{BB} = 0 \) most of the macromolecules are almost totally stretched, where the distribution \( P_{\text{end}}(z) \) has a well-pronounced maximum at \( z \sim 44.5 \) (Fig. 4B). The maximum of the distribution \( P_{\text{end}}(z) \) shifts to low values of \( z \) and the distribution itself becomes wider with an increase in \( |\epsilon_{BB}| \). Thus, the increase in the attractive B-B interaction \( \epsilon_{BB} \) leads to compaction of the macromolecules and growth of the volume fraction \( \phi \) of polymer within the brushes. Under such conditions, the lamellae bend to create sufficient surface for the appropriate disposition of the amphiphilic groups. The outer parts of the bended lamellae come in close contact with each other. The visual analysis infers that such contacts lead to the reconstruction of neighboring lamellae and the appearance of bridges between them. The bridges arising on top of the polymer brush shift closer to the grafting surface and depending on the interaction parameters, these bridges could be preserved \( (S(q) \) has two peaks) or disappear \( (S(q) \) has a single peak).

To determine the influence of a finite cell size on the lamellae transformation, we computed systems with different linear sizes, \( L \). The results presented in Fig. 9 show the dependence of \( q^* \) on \( L \). The dependencies were computed for two sets of \( \epsilon_{AB} \) and \( \epsilon_{BB} \) which were close but chosen from opposite sides of the point with a double-peak \( S(q) \) for \( L = 40 \) (see Fig. 6).

We can see that in both cases the domain spacing, \( d^* \), fluctuates strongly with \( L \). The lamellae structures at different \( \epsilon_{AB} \) have visibly different domain spaces, \( d \), thus it is problematic to choose a “commensurate size” cell \( ^{54} \) that perfectly fits the domain spacing, contains an integral number of periods and could mitigate the finite problems while studying the transition between lamellae with different domain spacing, \( d \), particularly since the macromolecules are grafted in a regular manner with definite distances from each other. To fit the required domain spacing, which is determined both by macromolecular structure
and the lattice of the grafting points, the lamellae have to change their inclination angle with a change in $L$. In the cell with $L = 26$, the lamellar formed at $\epsilon_{AB} = 3$ spontaneously settle themselves parallel to $oX$. We propose that this cell size could be considered as the commensurate size (for lamellar with lower spacing) and additional calculations should be performed to study the details of the transition between lamellae with different domain spacing.

In this scenario, we took the cell with lamellae parallel to $oX$ (formed at $\epsilon_{AB} = 2.75$ and $\epsilon_{BB} = -2\epsilon_{AB}$ in the cell with $L = 26$) and abruptly changed the interaction parameter to $\epsilon_{FB} = \epsilon_{SB} + \epsilon_{AB}$ and monitored the transformation of the structure with time, $t$.

Fig. 10 shows the instant snapshots and structure factor $S(q)$ of the cell with $\epsilon_{AB} = 0.5$. The starting system (Fig. 9A) consists of six lamellae parallel to the edge of the grafting plane. At $t = 325 000\tau$, the top layer has just five lamellae, while the bottom layer contains six lamellae. The system as a whole appears like a set of parallel lamellae connected with each other by bridges. With time the bridges shift closer to the grafting surface, and the thickness of the top layer with a larger domain spacing, $d$, increases. At $t = 100 000\tau$ we again observed a perfect lamellar structure but the domain spacing, $d$, of this structure is larger than that of the initial system.

We studied four different values of $\epsilon_{AB}$: $\epsilon_{AB} = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75$ and 1.0. In the case of the relatively small $\epsilon_{AB} = 0.25 (\epsilon_{SB} = 3.0)$, the lamellae with small domain spacing (Fig. 10A) are transformed into parking garage structures with the structure factor, $S(q)$, having two peaks with different heights (Fig. 11). It is observed that the positions of the maxima remain intact with time. The relative heights of the maxima fluctuate slightly indicating that the structure is preserved during prolonged calculations, thus it could be treated as an equilibrium state.

In the other cases, the lamellae with big domain spacing were formed and the parking garage structure was the intermediate state. Our calculations show that the time of the lamellae transformation decreases with an increase in $\epsilon_{AB}$.

Thus, we conclude that a stable system of mutually connected lamellae could be observed within the region of transformation for lamellae with different domain spacing. In such systems, the domain spacing of the top layer is higher than the spacing between lamellae in the bottom layer and different lamellae are connected with each other. The parallel ordering of lamellae and smooth connections between them justify the comparison of such systems with the parking garage structure. The term “parking garage structure” was recently introduced to describe such type of ordering in biological systems, and now finds application in other fields of science.

The parking garage structure of stacked lamellae (membrane sheets), connected by twisted lamellae (membranes), is typical for the endoplasmic reticulum. It is believed that such
specific organization is caused by the space limitation of the cell and serves to promote the synthesis of secretory protein.\textsuperscript{35,36,40} Currently, parking garage structures are the subject of theoretical studies based on the analysis of elastic energy of curved and twisted solid surfaces.\textsuperscript{37–59}

In the simulations presented herein, parking garage structures emerge spontaneously as a result of the transformation of lamellae with different domain spacing under space restrictions of dense grafting of macromolecules on a flat surface. We believe that this study is useful for understanding the mechanism of reorganization in systems of densely packed amphiphilic substances and could serve as the basis for new theoretical models and approaches.
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